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Speak Better Business English And
Make More Money

Don't miss the boat! Carry more clout! Come out on top! Jump-start your career with Speak Better
Business English. Wouldn't it be fun to blow your competitors out of the water? You can...with your
new secret weapon: better business English. Americans don't speak the kind of English you'll find in
textbooks or hear in most classrooms. They speak business lingo - an arsenal of expressions and
idioms that cover marketing, finance, accounting, HR issues, strategy, and other business topics.
Now you can arm yourself with these powerful weapons, too. Speak Better Business English and
Make More Money gets "down to brass tacks" so YOU can speak American business English with a
whole new level of confidence.
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I started with "speak English like American". I studied and felt a lot of fun, together with my
daughter, who came to USA when she was a few months old. So the readers need not have to be
ESL students. It is a great book that I recommend to any of my friends.This book, does not have a
simple story that is so fun ( Amy's books and stories have been in our daily life between my
daughter and I!)However, it is also very useful. I like the cartoons that help me to understand and
memorize the phrases. I also like the part of "origin" and hope she adds this for each
word/phrase/idiom in her books.Some words belong to different classes. I hope Amy can also mark
it in the future. Of course, even for same class, people use different words based on different
background as well as where they were born, where they grew up. some use those words a lot. It
sounds like they just talk exactly what Amy has shown us!As a Chinese, there are so many

differences between my native language and American English. However, I try to find something
mutual. I do find some. See, "Look at something from a different angle", "get something off my
chest", "think out side of the box". When I finally found a similar Chinese word/phrase to match
these words, I feel excited at it.I am looking forward to seeing more of her books. And thanks for ,
such a great place, so that I can know her new book comes out. I ask our local library to buy the
new book and I can first read it.Such a great experience.

There are not that many books like this that help you understand and teach you how to use idioms
properly. I've learned many useful expressions that I now use on a daily basis. It's fun!! I feel more
confident when I started using new expressions. I recommend this book to anyone who wants to
master the great modern English language.

Great,one of the book read lÃ¡st year, I have learnt and applied it. I suggest reading this when You
have a chance

While many of my students really enjoyed "speak business english like an american"This is book is
a lot more realistic and the excercises a little more challenging.Also, the voices on the audio are
closer to natural native speaker speed.Thumbs up.
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